WELCOME
Hot Springs Convention Center
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Diverse Computing, Inc
- MJ Communications, Inc
- Southern Software
- L-3 Mobile Vision, Inc
- Department of Information Services
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Commercial Electronics
- CPI, Inc
- Appriss, Inc
- Voice Products, Inc
- The Cambridge Group
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- J 2 Software Solutions
- Relativity, Inc
- Fleming Electric
- AAMSCO
- APCO
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Arkansas Travelers
- Auto Zone - 12th Street
- Auto Zone - Asher Ave
- Auto Zone - Baseline Rd
- Auto Zone - Rodney Parham
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Bally's Casino Tunica
- BancorpSouth
- Bar Louie
- Bedford Camera & Video - LR
- Bedford Camera & Video - NLR
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Belle of Hot Springs
- Blue Bell Creameries
- Boston's Gourmet Restaurant
- Buckstaff Bath House
- Cruse Uniforms & Equipment
But first, how well do you know your acronyms?

What is a LASO?
Local Agency Security Officer

Who is Your’s?
ACIC Pop Trivia

VINE is an acronym for what?

Back with the answer in a second!
ACIC Pop Trivia

"Victim Information and Notification Everyday"

VINE 1-800-510-0415
The ACIC staff would like to thank the following vendors and sponsors for helping make the 2013 ACIC System Conference a success!
DON’T FORGET TO STICK AROUND FOR THE RECERTIFICATION EXAM ON WEDNESDAY

You MUST Complete the exam in order to get recertification credit for attending the conference
Don’t forget the NCIC Audit is coming in August, 2013
ACIC Pop Trivia

What is the required waiting period to report a missing person?

Back with the answer in a second!
A: There is no required waiting period to report or enter a missing person. Law enforcement agencies are required to make a missing persons entry into NCIC immediately.
WHAT IS REQUIRED FOR A ROBUST PASSWORD?

Answer is coming up
8-15 characters, comprised of:
1 upper case alpha,
1 lower case alpha,
at least 1 numeric,
and a special character,
cannot be any word found in
the dictionary,
or any of the last 10
passwords you have used.
ACIC Pop Trivia

How many Directors of ACIC can you name?

Back with the answer in a second!
ACIC Pop Trivia

David Eberdt
Sarah Hefley
Charlie Pruitt
Danny Ormand
Jay Winters
WHAT IS THE RECORD ATTENDANCE TO AN ACIC CONFERENCE?

Be Right Back with the Answer
In 2009, we had 475 Criminal Justice professionals attend the ACIC Conference.
ACIC Pop Trivia

Should I power down my terminal during a thunderstorm?

Back with the answer in a second!
ACIC Pop Trivia

You should leave your terminal up and running at all times.

Otherwise, you could miss VITAL INFORMATION that is directed to you via terminal.

This includes during thunderstorms!
Thanks to all our Sponsors!
We look forward to your continued support next year!
Pop Trivia

Q: What systems does ACIC maintain for agencies FREE of charge?

Back with the answer in a second!
Pop Trivia

NCIC, Nlets, JusticeXchange, AlertXpress, LeadsOnline, LeadsOnLabs, VINE, Sex Offender Registry, Online Validations, & Technical Support
Thank You

The ACIC staff would like to thank the following vendors and sponsors for helping make the 2013 ACIC System Conference a success!
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Dixie Restaurants Inc.
- Doc's Pizzeria
- Embassy Suites - Hot Springs
- Firestone - Cantrell - LR
- Fort Thompson Sporting Goods
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Grace Communication
- Hot Springs Mountain Tower
- J C Penney's
- Jiffy Lube - Little Rock
- Kroger - Beechwood - LR
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Kroger - Chenal
- Krogers - LR E. Roosevelt Rd
- Little Rock Zoo
- L'Oreal
- Moe's Southwest Grill
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Pep Boys
- Red Lobster - LR
- Texas Roadhouse - Little Rock
- The Austin Hotel
- Timex
- Walmart - Cantrell
We hope you are enjoying the Conference
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Diverse Computing, Inc
- MJ Communications, Inc
- Southern Software
- L-3 Mobile Vision, Inc
- Department of Information Services
- Commercial Electronics
ACIC Pop Trivia

How many Sex Offenders are registered in Arkansas?

Back with the answer in a second!
ACIC Pop Trivia

We began keeping track of Sex Offenders with almost 1,200 registrants.

Today, there are over 13,000 registered Sex Offenders in Arkansas.
Thanks to all our Sponsors!

We look forward to your continued support next year!
Pop Trivia

Q: How many ORIs are there in Arkansas?

Back with the answer in a second!
Pop Trivia

According to our count (and it took a while) we came up with 2,398 ORIs in Arkansas.
ACIC Pop Trivia
What are the levels of registered sex offenders and what levels are required by law to be made available to the public?

Back with the answer in a second!
ACIC Pop Trivia

Level 1- Low Risk
Level 2 – Moderate Risk
Level 3 – High Risk
Level 4 – Sexually Violent Predator

A directory of Level 3 and Level 4 registered sex offenders are available to the public on the Sex Offender Registry site at www.acic.org.

Some Level 2 offenders became available to the public directory in March 2008.
ACIC Pop Trivia

Did you know that your TAC can print out your certifications from the NexTest system?

(They can also view your test scores)
ACIC & NCIC Audits are conducted every three years.
ACIC Pop Trivia

How many records are available through JusticeXchange?

Back with the answer in a second!
ACIC Pop Trivia

Answer:

Over 70 Million booking records are available to JusticeXchange users.
Pop Trivia

What is the only *Lost* Article that you can enter into NCIC?

Back with the answer in a second!
Pop Trivia

Credentials are the only item that can be entered into the Lost Article File.
The ACIC staff would like to thank the following vendors and sponsors for helping make the 2013 ACIC System Conference a success!
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- CPI, Inc
- Appriss, Inc
- Voice Products, Inc
- The Cambridge Group
- J2 Software Solutions
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Relativity, Inc
- Fleming Electric
- AAMSCO
- APCO
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Arkansas Travelers
- Auto Zone - 12th Street
- Auto Zone - Asher Ave
- Auto Zone - Baseline Rd
- Auto Zone - Rodney Parham
- Bally's Casino Tunica
- BancorpSouth
- Bar Louie
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Bedford Camera & Video - LR
- Bedford Camera & Video - NLR
- Belle of Hot Springs
- Blue Bell Creameries
- Boston's Gourmet Restaurant
- Buckstaff Bath House
- Cruse Uniforms & Equipment
- Dixie Restaurants Inc.
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Doc's Pizzeria
- Embassy Suites - Hot Springs
- Firestone - Cantrell -LR
- Fort Thompson Sporting Goods
- Grace Communication
- Hot Springs Mountain Tower
- J C Penney's
- Jiffy Lube - Little Rock
- Kroger - Beechwood - LR
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Kroger - Chenal
- Krogers - LR E. Roosevelt Rd
- Little Rock Zoo
- L'Oreal
- Moe's Southwest Grill
- Pep Boys
- Red Lobster - LR
- Texas Roadhouse - Little Rock
Thanks to all our Sponsors!

We look forward to your continued support next year!
ACIC Pop Trivia

Which two files can NOT be supplemented by an image?

Back with the answer in a second!
ACIC Pop Trivia

Guns & Securities
Hot Springs Pop Trivia

Hot Springs is home to the World’s Shortest Parade. Do you know the Occasion?

Back with the answer in a second!
Hot Springs Pop Trivia

St. Patrick's Day
ACIC Pop Trivia

What happens after I take the NexTest certification exam?

Back with the answer in a second!
ACIC Pop Trivia

Your certification is automatically extended for 2 years and your TAC can go over your exam with you and print out your certificate.
Thank You For Your Attendance
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Commercial Electronics
- CPI, Inc
- Appriss, Inc
- Voice Products, Inc
- The Cambridge Group
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

Bedford Camera & Video

Blue Bell Creameries

Boston's Gourmet Restaurant

Buckstaff Bath House

Cruse Uniforms & Equipment

Dixie Restaurants Inc.

Belle of Hot Springs
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

• • Doc's Pizzeria
• • Embassy Suites - Hot Springs
• • Firestone - Cantrell
• • Fort Thompson Sporting Goods
• • G • City
• • Hot Springs Mountain Tower
• • JC Penney's
• • Jiffy Lube - Little Rock
But first, how well do you know your acorns?

What is a TAC?

Please visit our vendors:

- Appriss, Inc.
- AAMSCO
- Datamax
- Diverse Computing, Inc.
- MJ Communications, Inc.
- Southern Software
- L-3 Mobile Vision, Inc.
- Department of Information Systems

Commercial Electronics
Voice Products, Inc.
The Cambridge Group
J2 Software Solutions
Relativity, Inc.
Fleming Electric
Rhodes Lauck and Associates
ACISS Systems, Inc.
AT&T
Cellular Data Solutions
How many levels of ACIC Certification are there?

Back with the answer in a second!
The ACIC staff would like to thank the following vendors and sponsors for helping make the 2013 ACIC System Conference a success!
ARE YOU A VICTIM OF A VIOLENT CRIME?

The next slide will show you where it will be...
Go to the 2nd Floor of Arkansas Vine

1-800-510-0415
www.vinmlink.com

Arkansas Vine

Crime Victims Have the Right to Know.
If you think of the extradition limits on a Wanted Person hit, do you send a Hit C ticket?
No, if you are outside the extradition limitations on a Wanted Person hit, YOU DO NOT HAVE A HIT!
IF YOUR AGENCY HAS AN IT STAFF THAT ARE NOT ON YOUR PAYROLL, WHERE DO THESE PERSONNEL GET THEIR SECURITY TRAINING?
ACIC Pop Trivia

How many Divisions of ACIC can you name?

Back with the answer in a second!
WHAT IS REQUIRED OF YOUR CASE # ON ALL ACIC ENTRIES?

Be Right Back with the Answer
Your Case numbers MUST BE UNIQUE in all situations.
Is there a transaction to check for persons who have been denied a firearms purchase?
Yes and it is brand new. It is called the QND and it will check for persons who have been DENIED Firearms purchases for the past 180 days.
Is there any way I can flag known individuals that are law enforcement officers?

Back with the answer in a second!
Yes, the Violent Person File was recently created specifically for that purpose. You can enter these individuals just like you were entering a Wanted Person, only without a Warrant.
The ACIC staff would like to thank the following vendors and sponsors for helping make the 2013 ACIC System Conference a success!
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

• • Texas Roadhouse

• • Little Rock

• • The Austin Hotel

• • The Austin Hotel

• • Timex

• • Walmart

• • Walmart – Cantrell

• • Walmart Cantrell (Hwy 10)
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- CPI, Inc
- Appriss, Inc
- Voice Products, Inc
- The Cambridge Group
- J2 Software Solutions
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

• Arkansas Travelers
  12th St

• Auto Zone
  12th St

• Auto Zone
  Asher Ave

• Auto Zone
  Baseline Rd

• Auto Zone
  Rodney Parham

• Bally's Casino Tunica
What information can I list on our agency website about Sex Offenders living in our jurisdiction?

Back with the answer in a second!
You can list a generic block range of their address, their photograph and convictions. We recommend that you link to the ACIC SOR.
Q: How many ACIC Terminal Users are there in Arkansas?
According to our count (and it took a while), we came up with over 11,000 certified terminal operators in Arkansas.
Can I query a partial VIN on my terminal, or is this something that must be done at ACIC?

Back with the answer in a second!
Yes, as long as you have the light characters, NCIC will respond with any hits that match those numbers. However, be prepared to sort through all of FALSE HITS.
ACIC Quick Fact

ACIC will be relocating its office in late June 2013.

Our new address will be 317 South Main Street, Little Rock. (sixth & seventh floors)
2013 is the year for NCIC Audits, which are conducted every 3 years.
Where can I locate the most accurate data on Sex Offenders in Arkansas?
The ACIC staff would like to thank the following vendors and sponsors for helping make the 2013 ACIC System Conference a success!
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Firestone
- Fort Thompson Sporting Goods
- Grace Communication
- Hot Springs Mountain Tower
- JC Penney's
- Jiffy Lube
- Little Rock
- Little Rock
- Littlerock
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors

- Red Lobster
- Texas Roadhouse – Little Rock
- The Austin Hotel
- Timex
- Walmart – Cantrell
Hope you are learning a lot.
Thanks to all our Sponsors!

We look forward to your continued support next year!
ACIC Pop Trivia

How many total images can be attached to a Wanted attached to a Wanted or Missing Person?

Back with the answer in a second!
Hot Springs is the first hometown of a professional baseball team?

Back with the answer in a second!
ACIC Pop Trivia

What happens if I fail the NexTest certification exam?

Back with the answer in a second!
You can log back in and re-take the exam at any time. However, we recommend that you go over the questions you missed prior to re-taking the exam for a better likelihood of success next time.